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Beyond Peaceful Coexistence 

As Professor Peter Caws has so perceptively and succinctly pointed out 
in the Foreword to this volume, there are various sources and types of mis
understanding between the historians of science and the philosophers of 
science. I believe, as he does, that these misunderstandings can be over
come. Properly conceived, the two approaches toward a better comprehen
sion of the scientific enterprise are not merely complementary. They inter
penetrate, they illuminate each other. I am inclined to plead for a "merg
er" of at least some aspects of the historical-sociological-psychological stud
ies of science with the logical-methodological-philosophical aspects. True 
enough: orientations, trainings, predilections of the two "parties" have 
been rather divergent, particularly in recent times of increasing specializa
tion. And since confession is (said to be) "good for the soul," I will admit 
that for a long time, I (along with quite a few other philosophers of sci
ence of recent times) have been a "sinner." Some of us have been satisfied 
with a "smattering of ignorance" in regard to the historical development 
of the sciences, their socioeconomic settings, the psychology of discovery 
and of theory invention, etc. A few of us, though proud of our empiricism, 
for some time rather unashamedly "made up" some phases of the history 
of science in a quite "a priori" manner-at least in public lectures and 
classroom presentations, if not, even, in some of our publications. "This is 
the way Calileo, or Newton, or Darwin, or Einstein (for example) must 
have arrived at their ideas" was not an uncommon way of talking-through 
our respective hats. Even if the sources were not always complete, and not 
always accurate, they were available, but we rarely consulted them. Most 
of us have come to repent this inexcusable conduct. 

The purposes of the following brief observations are ( 1) to discuss as 
clearly as I can the lines of demarcation between the historicosociological 
and the logicophilosophical approaches; and ( 2) to clarify the proper aims 
of a philosophy of science for our age of rapid change (or "revolution") in 
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science, and in this connection to criticize some- to my mind- regrettable 
tendencies of philosophical interpretation, some of which have originated 
from genuine, and some from questionable, historical insights. 

1. It should not be necessary to elaborate once again the distinction and 
the differences between the historicosociological narratives, analyses, caus
al accounts of the origins, developments, conflicts, and Zeitgeists of scien
tific ideas on the one hand, and the Iogicomethodological reconstructions 
of scientific knowledge claims, on the other hand. Hans Reichenbach's by 
now classical distinction between "studies in the context of discovery" and 
"studies in the context of justification," though in need of some qualifica
tions, remains (and, as I see it, should remain) at least a most important 
first approximation if we are to retain even a minimum of clear thinking 
in these badly confused matters. From the historical-sociological-psycho
logical point of view we search and re-search the sources in order to discern 
the ("external") circumstances that have been influential in the evolution 
of scientific thought. Nor is this all. Good history of science must be at 
least equally concerned with the ("internal") conditions of the discovery, 
the reasoning, the testing, the acceptance or rejection of scientific knowl
edge claims. It is in this latter area that historians and philosophers of sci
ence largely coincide in their interests. This means that the "good" his
torian of science must devote a great deal of attention to the meaning and 
the justification of scientific knowledge claims-in the very period or phase 
of their development which is under historical scrutiny in a given case. 
Paraphrasing a well-known saying of Kant's, my point is simply that his
tory of science without philosophy of science would be "blind," while 
philosophy of science without regard to history (i.e., analysis of specific 
cases in their cultural setting) would be "empty." 

Let me illustrate very briefly: Historians of recent physics are legitimate
ly concerned with the question whether or not Einstein in 1904-5 knew 
about (or at least implicitly was aware of) the results of the Michelson
Morley (or related) experiments. But it should be equally clear that in a 
logical reconstruction of the special theory of relativity, those results play 
the role of confirming evidence, or (if, with Karl Popper, we wish to put it 
the other way around) of disconfirming the ether hypothesis. Or take 
another, even more recent example. The temptations of Lamarckism in 
our century may be historically understandable in view of the socialist 
ideologies held at the time by the men succumbing to them (e.g., Kam
merer in Austria; Lysenko in Russia); but the scientific evidence spoke 
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overwhelmingly against tl1c inl1cri lan c of acquired phcnotypical charac-
1 ·ristics. Nco-Darwinism, buttressed by modern genetics, in the opinion 
of most biologists, won out over the neo-Lamarckian doctrines. Moreover, 
11 ·tual experimental mistakes (or even deception, e.g., in the tragic case of 
Kammerer who had trusted his assistant who "cheated"; Kammerer com
mi tted suicide!) were detected, though for a few years the Lamarckian 
ideas were quite fashionable. The initial rejection of the Einsteinian ideas 
on relativity in Soviet Russia (the different case of Nazi Germany is hardly 
worth mentioning) can only be understood on the basis of prevailing 
philosophical ideologies, especially represented by Lenin's opposition to 
the "empiriocriticism" of Mach et al. Examples like these-and there are 
dozens in the history of recent science-clearly indicate that a full under
standing of the nature, validity, and acceptance of scientific theories re
quires close cooperation and mutual supplementation of the historical and 
the philosophical approaches. 

2. In view of the undeniable role of sociocultural factors in the growth, 
life, and death of scientific theories, historically minded scholars have oc
casionally felt that there is no need for any sort of philosophy (or logic or 
methodology) of science. Furthermore the exponential growth of the sci
ences, the frequent "revolutions" in their very framework (i.e., the con
ceptual presuppositions of the sciences), have led-I think misled-some 
prominent scholars to a rather "anarchistic" position in the philosophy of 
science. Worse yet, the entire enterprise of the philosophers of science has 
been called into serious doubt. Although I might be suspected of defend
ing "vested interests" (or, in the opinion of the critics, undeserved privi
leges) I shall outline briefly why I consider the philosophical approach 
absolutely indispensable. 

First, by way of what almost amounts to an argumentum ad hominem 
addressed to the skeptics, I do want to mention that great creative scien
tists of all ages, but particularly of recent times, have been their own philo
sophers of science. Consider, for example, Riemann, Helmholtz, Maxwell, 
Mach, Ostwald, Hilbert, Poincare, Einstein, Bohr, Schrodinger, Born, 
Bohm, et al. Actually this modern tradition begins at least with Galileo, 
Descartes, and Newton. (We could go back to Aristotle, of course, who 
for his time-if not for all time-was clearly one of the greatest scientist
philosophers.) Also, I shall merely list a few of the philosophically articu
late recent biologists, psychologists, and social scientists, though clearly 
G. G. Simpson, J.B. S. Haldane, E. Mayr, C. L. Hull, E. C. Tolman, W. 
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Kohler, M . Wer theimer, Max vVebcr, ct al., deserve much more than 
"honorable mention ." Philosophy of science, in our century, has scored its 
most impressive achievements in the works of G. Frege, B. Russell, A. N . 
Whitehead, R. Carnap, H. Reichenbach, C . D. Broad, and a host of 
younger scholars partly under the influence of these prominent leaders or 
of the towering scientist-philosophers listed before. 

Now as to the argumentum ad hominem. Consider, just as prime ex
amples, the writings of Galileo and Newton. Their formulations usually 
came "after the fact" of their discoveries-experimental or theoretical. 
This is prototypical of all good philosophy of science. In Newton's formu
lation of his assumptions (postulates), definitions (explications), and 
regulae philosophandi (precepts), we find one of the truly great masters 
giving us a rational reconstruction of his theoretical achievements . New
ton's Principia does contain an informal axiomatization of his basic ideas 
in ("classical") mechanics and of his law of gravitation. Beginning with 
the critical analysis given by Ernst Mach, more incisively searching expli
cations and axiomatizations have been undertaken. Depending on what 
sort of questions are asked and to what degree of exactitude and complete
ness one aspires, we have relatively informal systematizations (as in New
ton) through the "halfway houses" (such as Mach's) to the strictly form
alized axiomatizations of more recent vintage (McKinsey, P. Suppes, H. 
A. Simon, et al.). Depending on whether one seeks mathematical elegance 
and compression, as in Caratheodory's axiomatization, or whether one 
seeks a representation that makes as explicit as possible the logical relations 
of the basic assumptions to their respective supporting observational-ex
perimental evidence, as pursued in Reichenbach's axiomatization of the 
theory of relativity, we have a whole spectrum of forms of logical recon
struction ~ Each fulfills one or another kind of desideratum. 

It would be absurd to criticize such axiomatizations from the point of 
view of fidelity to the historical development. These logical reconstruc
tions are admittedly artificial in that they attempt to provide a "snapshot" 
of a set of scientific assumptions, assertions, conjectures, derivations-in 
idealized form. The purpose of such exercises is to make as clear as the 
given type and level of aspiration demand precisely what it is that a scien
tific theory (or law, or hypothesis, etc.) maintains and to what extent it is 
substantiated (confirmed or corroborated) by a specified body of evidence. 
Surely this is operating by "hindsight." But if there is to be drawn a line of 
demarcation between positive science and the philosophy of science, it is 
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pre · i~cly the "meta-level" on which the pliilosophy of science is pursued; 
Lbc "object level" is, of course, science (at a given stage and in a given con
text) itself. 

I am not trying to suggest that philosophical reflection cannot assist in 
blazing new trails for science. It has always played that role and presum
ably will continue to do so. It is only in order to make the division of labor 
more explicitly clear that I suggested the distinction made above. In the 
actual development of the sciences conceptual analyses, even conceptual 
reforms and revolutions, usually go hand in hand with the expansion and 
growth of scientific knowledge. Nevertheless, the least a philosopher of 
science can (and should) try to achieve is clarity in regard to the meaning 
and the justification of scientific knowledge claims. He need not be con
fined to the kind of primarily passive role that critics of art (or literature or 
music) are usually bound to play. The philosopher of science (if he is 
thoroughly competent in the science under consideration) may well func
tion in an advisory capacity-provided he is sensible and tactful enough 
neither to "dictate" prescriptively nor to "nip in the bud" scientific 
creativity. 

Despite the profound differences among philosophers of science (con
sider for example Reichenbach, Carnap, and Popper-and their respective 
"disciples"), they do have in common the conviction that there is always 
a nucleus of objective factuality in well-confirmed scientific knowledge 
claims. Dazzled by the (indeed) radical changes ("revolutions") in the 
theoretical "superstructure" of the sciences, various scholars (especially 
Michael Polanyi, P. K. Feyerabend, N . R . Hanson, Thomas Kuhn) have, 
I believe (each in his different way), misled their readers by stressing the 
dependence of science upon "passionate commitment" to theoretical pre
suppositions, the relativity of conceptual frameworks or even of their per
ceptual bases; they have contributed to the current vogue of skepticism 
and subjectivism. 

Although I personally abandoned, long ago, whatever adherence I had 
to positivistic, instrumentalistic, or operationalistic philosophies of sci
ence, I still see in the empirical laws (deterministic or stochastic, as the 
case may be) the major objectively (or, if you prefer, intersubjectively) 
certifiable content of the sciences (natural and social!) . Theories are 
"superstructures" in the sense that we usually have more possibilities of 
choice in regard to them than we have on the level of empirical or experi
mental laws. Just consider the thousands of "empirical" constants in phys-
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ics and chemistry. While, of course, each of them may be subject to cor
rection (in some cases-as, for example, in regard to the isotopes-very 
radical revisions), on the whole, and by and large, these constants-and 
the empirical laws in which they figure so pivotally-represent the most 
precise and the most reliable knowledge mankind has yet attained. Philos
ophers of science (and I am not excluding myself) have very understand
ably been fascinated by, and have focused their prime attention upon, the 
theories. But theories come and go, whereas most empirical laws seem here 
to stay! Of course, there are many theories that have been very well estab
lished (until further notice!) by impressive lines of converging evidence, 
often from qualitatively quite heterogeneous areas of empirical evidence. 
Naturally, such theories are of the greatest interest also to the philosopher 
of science. All I am urging is that we should not be blinded by the shift in 
theories to the hard core of empirical regularities in the light of which the 
validity of theories must be appraised. 

It is simply not true that all empirical knowledge is "contaminated" by 
theories. Among the countless examples that are ready at hand, let me 
mention just a very few: The phenomenon of the Brownian motion can 
be described independently of the explanations given by Einstein and 
Smoluchowski in 1905. The chemical laws of constant and multiple pro
portions (i.e., of compounding weights) can be formulated without the 
atomic theory for which, of course, they formed the primary evidence 
nearly 200 years ago (Dalton!) . The laws of the propagation, reflection, 
and refraction of light (as in geometrical optics) can be formulated quite 
independently of any theory regarding the nature of light (particles, 
waves, or "wavicles"!). The speeds of chemical reactions as dependent on 
concentrations, temperature, etc., can be asserted without reference to any 
micro-theory; etc., etc. 

It is not pertinent to say that the very observations that are made in 
physical or chemical laboratories (or observatories) presuppose theories 
in regard to the instruments of observation, the processes of observation, 
etc. Of course, the assumptions regarding the continued existence of some 
of our apparatus, and of some regularities involved in the procedures of 
measurement and experimentations, are indispensably presupposed. But 
it is not these assumptions (or hardly ever!) which are under scrutiny 
when we are testing a given theory. To refer to an example from the psy
chological domain on psychoanalytic research, it is of course assumed that 
it is the genidentically very same person who returns to the "couch" again 
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a11d :igain. W J1ilc i11 scic11cc Jichon or mystery stories the contrary might 
be c11tcrtaining or interesting, the assumed genidentity is not under scru
tiny when psychoanalytic hypotheses are being tested. As Reichenbach 
pointed out a long time ago, science progresses by successively "securing" 
its various knowledge claims. For example, the optics of telescopes, micro
scopes, spectroscopes, interferometers, etc., is indeed presupposed in the 
testing of astrophysical, biological, etc., hypotheses. But these presuppo
sitions-while, of course, always in principle open to (in rare cases actually 
in need of) revision-are comparatively so much better established than 
the "farther out" hypotheses that are under scrutiny. Epistemologically, I 
suggest, it is the domain of the elementary, rather directly testable em
pirical laws (instead of the "given," be it conceived as sense data or as per
ceptual Gestalten) that is the testing ground to which we should refer in 
the rational reconstruction of the confirming or disconfirming evidence 
for scientific theories. (This much for philosophy of science; the knowl
edge claims of common sense that are here presupposed do require resort
ing to some data of immediate experience together with some principles 
of interpretation or construal for their justification.) 

Finally, a few words on some misinterpretations stemming from pre
dominant concern with the history and especially the psychology of scien
tific knowledge. In the commendable (but possibly utopian) endeavor to 
bring the "two cultures" closer together (or to bridge the "cleavage in our 
culture") the more tender-minded thinkers have stressed how much the 
sciences and the arts have in common. The "bridges" that M. Polanyi and 
others have been trying to build are passable only in regard to the psycho
logical aspects of scientific and artistic creation (and appreciation). Cer
tainly, there are esthetic aspects of science (and there can hardly be any 
essential impossibility of a scientific approach in regard to the sociopsycho
logical features of scientific construction and invention). But Einstein, 
quoting Boltzmann, said, "Let elegance be a matter for cobblers and tail
ors." If the same Einstein relied on "beauty," "harmony," "symmetry," 
and "elegance" in constructing (with the help of tensor algebra) his gen
eral theory of relativity, it must nevertheless be remembered that he also 
said (in a lecture in Prague, 1920-1 was present then as a very young stu
dent) : "If the observations of the red shifts in the spectra of massive stars 
don't come out quantitatively in accordance with the principles of general 
relativity, then my theory will be dust and ashes." 

Art does not stand or fall by tests of this kind-for the simple reason that 
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the aims of the arts (whatever those aims are taken to be) do not (at lc:-i st 
not primarily!) consist in the providing of information. But it is the pri
mary aim of the empirical sciences precisely to find out what happens un
der what conditions (or what correlations there might be among various 
relevant variables) and how to understand (i.e., explain) these regulari
ties. For a perhaps somewhat oversimplified formula I recommend: What 
is primary in the appraisal of scientific knowledge claims is (at best) sec
ondary in the evaluation of works of art-and vice versa. 

Such considerations may help in reconciling ourselves to the unavoid
able divergence of the arts and the sciences. Talk of "two cultures" is in 
any case a gross oversimplification. As has been remarked by others, scien
tists even within the same discipline (e.g., modern mathematics) have ex
treme difficulties of communication with one another-the degree of spe
cialization has become so tremendous! 

In conclusion, permit me to mention just one episode in the history of 
recent science that seems to me worthy of the (collaborative!) attention 
and investigation by scientifically well-informed historians and philoso
phers of science: The peculiarly late (and hardly justifiable) opposition to 
the atomic theory by Ernst Mach and especially Wilhelm Ostwald, and 
the critical counterattacks by Ludwig Boltzmann and Max Planck, furnish 
-to my mind at least-a veritable treasure trove for such an endeavor. As 
far as I know the curious attempts by Franz Wald and Wilhelm Ostwald 
to derive the laws of constant and multiple proportions from classical 
("phenomenological") thermodynamics have not been scrutinized by the 
logicians of science. In this connection and with this historical background 
it should be worthwhile to review the entire issue of instrumentalistic 
versus realistic philosophies of scientific theories. There are many other 
examples that could be mentioned as excellent prospects for fruitful col
laborative work between the two "parties," and all demand that they 
achieve something much better than mere "peaceful coexistence." 

NOTE ON REFERENCES 

A fairly comprehensive and almost up-to-date bibliography of books on the philos
ophy and history of science is contained in H. Feigl and C. Morris, Bibliography and 
Index, vol. II, no. IO, International Encydopedia of Unified Science (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1969). The works of most of the authors mentioned in the fore
going essay are listed there. 

The peculiarly anachronistic attempts at deriving without atomic theory the basic 
chemical laws of combining are to be found in the following: F. Wald, "Bausteine zu 
einer neuen chemischen Theorie," Annalen der Naturphiiosophie, 5 (1906), 271-291; 
F . Wald, "Mathematische Beschreibung chemischer Vorgange," Annalen der Natur-
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/ ,~ 11 y, lr 1111s. 11. W . Morse (l.011d o11 : J.011g111:111s, G reen, 1917). Ilans Rcichenbach's 
1111poll:111t ax i orn :1tiz~ 1· ion of the theory of relativity has at last appeared in English 
l1 11 11sl:1tio11 : .Axiomatiwlion of the TJ1cory of Relativity, trans. Maria Reichenbach 
( ll<- 1 kc l ·y: University of California Press, 1969) . 
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